
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of ‘cure’

Let us start with a not infrequent clinical dilemma: a young

person recently commenced on antipsychotics walks into a

consulting room and is almost unrecognisable because of

rapid weight gain. However, their delusions are apparently

improving and in that sense the patient is symptomatically

improving. Should the clinician be concerned?

A path to health inequality

Few would argue against the inclusion of physical health as

one of the six key ambitions of current government mental

health policy: ‘Fewer people with mental health problems

will die prematurely, and more people with physical ill

health will have better mental health’.1 Still, substantial

numbers of the 7500 people who develop a psychosis each

year in England face a future compromised not only by

psychological difficulties but also by poor physical health.

Recent high-quality evidence suggests that compared with

the general population, there is a 20-year mortality gap for

men and a 15-year gap for women, an issue described by

Professor Thornicroft as a ‘scandal of premature mortality

that contravenes international conventions for the ‘‘right to

health’’.’2 Behind this ‘scandal of premature mortality’ lies a

reality that mental and physical disorders frequently

coexist, often intertwined with social exclusion and

restricted opportunity, bringing with it all the problems of

disadvantage. For instance, approximately 90% of people

with severe mental illness, particularly those with a

diagnosis of schizophrenia, are unemployed, many
have impoverished social networks, take little exercise,
experience poor nutrition and smoke heavily.3 In addition
to these specific adversities, such patients often have poor
access to both primary and secondary healthcare,4 a
consequence of poor organisation of health services and a
failure by doctors across the primary/specialist interface to
agree responsibility.5,6 The premature mortality gap also
appears to be widening.7 This may be secondary to
population-level increasing rates of cardiovascular disease
and type 2 diabetes and compounded by emerging evidence
of inequalities in the provision of medical care, particularly
for cardiovascular disease,8 but also for diabetes and cancer
care.9

The heart of the problem

People with severe mental illness are exposed to significant
cardiometabolic risk, namely central obesity, glucose
dysregulation, dyslipidaemia and metabolic syndrome, and
have high rates of smoking.3 There is evidence for increased
intra-abdominal fat and glucose dysregulation in people
with first-episode psychosis even before treatment
commences,10 but what is striking is how these changes
accelerate after initiating antipsychotic treatment. In a
study11 of 272 treatment-naive young people aged 4-19
years with a range of diagnoses including schizophrenia, the
cardiometabolic effects of four commonly prescribed
atypical antipsychotics - aripiprazole, olanzapine, quetiapine
or risperidone - were observed prospectively for a 12-week
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Summary For young people with emerging psychosis, early weight gain and its
potential cardiac and metabolic consequences amplify worrying UK public health
trends for young people in general. This paper will argue that if clinicians dismiss these
changes as of secondary concern in psychiatric treatment for their young patients,
they may be inadvertently condoning a first critical step on a path towards physical
health inequalities. Greater recognition is needed for this patient population in their
20s and 30s, at ages not normally considered for active primary or secondary
cardiovascular prevention, who are at high risk of dying prematurely. The early phase
of psychosis presents an important treatment window for protecting cardiometabolic
health.
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period. Significant average weight gain occurred for all those

treated, ranging between 4.4 and 8.5 kg for individual drugs,

whereas the untreated comparison group gained on average

only 0.2 kg. Not only do patients treated with antipsychotic

medication gain weight, but they also experience significant

increases in total cholesterol, triglycerides and glucose.12

Moreover, these adverse effects are common; a third of first-

episode patients had evidence of metabolic disturbance

within 8 months of commencing treatment.13 Of note, both

diabetes and dyslipidaemia can occasionally appear even in

the absence of weight gain, underlining the importance

clinically of being alert to the possibility of serious

metabolic disturbance occurring in those on antipsychotic

medication who have not gained weight.14

Weight gain and obesity are of particular concern

because of their potential to adversely affect cardiometa-

bolic risks. For instance, links between childhood obesity

and cardiovascular risks such as dyslipidaemias, glucose

intolerance and hypertension are well established15 and can

explain why childhood obesity predicts coronary heart

disease in adulthood.16 Thus, it seems likely that significant

weight gain in someone with an emerging psychosis may

drive the emergence of other cardiometabolic disturbances.

However, a lack of critical evaluation of weight gain,

specifically in people with a first episode of psychosis, may

have obscured the potential impact of antipsychotics. Many

of the studies of weight gain involved randomised controlled

trials with short follow-up times observing older people

with established illness, many of whom may already have

gained weight from previous antipsychotic exposure. By

contrast, the European First Episode Schizophrenia Trial

(EUFEST)17 is a high-quality study which specifically

examined weight gain in a treatment-naive group of first-

episode patients. This study found that the percentage

gaining more than 7% of body weight during the first year of

treatment was 86% for olanzapine, 65% for quetiapine, 53%

for haloperidol and 37% for ziprasidone. Citing the findings

of this study, Nasrallah18 commented: ‘Neither old anti-

psychotics, such as haloperidol, nor metabolically ‘‘benign’’

atypicals, such as ziprasidone, are exceptions’. Underlining

the differential impact of antipsychotics on a treatment-

naive population, a recent systematic review concluded that

weight gain due to antipsychotics had been underestimated

three- to fourfold in those with first-episode psychosis.19

Rethink Mental Illness, a large UK charity supporting

patients with schizophrenia, has recently led a nationwide

Commission on Schizophrenia. The findings are yet to be

published, but what was striking from the discussions with

service users at the Commission meetings is how their

expectations, fears and concerns over treatment differ from

those of the professionals treating them. These fears are also

present in the published evidence. In the 18-month Clinical

Antipsychotic Trials for Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE)

study, 74% of patients with established schizophrenia

discontinued medication prematurely.20 The most

commonly cited reasons for discontinuation were patient

choice, lack of effect or intolerability of side-effects. To

return to the clinical scenario at the start of this paper, it is

perhaps now worth reflecting on what might most trouble

the young person facing you in the consulting room - the

weight gain or the reduction in mental health symptoms.

Most likely it will be the loss of self-esteem and the added

stigma that comes with extreme weight gain:21 inability to

fit into their clothes, run to catch a bus; shame at seeing

friends and family because their body shape is out of

control. On top of these difficulties, young people may be

further distressed by other adverse drug effects such as

hyperprolactinaemia (causing menstrual disturbances,

sexual dysfunction and galactorrhoea)22 and movement

disorders. It is hardly surprising then that young people

may stop their medicines or default clinic attendance.23

An epidemic within an epidemic

Patients with first-episode psychosis are usually in their

teens or early adulthood. Like their peers, they live in a

society where increasingly sedentary lifestyles are accom-

panied by easy access to energy-rich foods. A recent

editorial in the British Journal of General Practice

emphasises the scale of the problem,24 which has witnessed

a dramatic rise in rates of obesity in young people over the

past 20 years.25 The prevalence of type 2 diabetes has

increased tenfold in younger people,26 accompanied by a

14-fold increase in the incidence of myocardial infarctions.27

Given the rapid demographic shift in patterns of obesity, the

impact on weight gain for young people with psychosis may

be disproportionately greater, adding more evidence to our

concern that we are witnessing an epidemic within an

epidemic.

A way forward?

Although clarity over the precise nature and relative

contribution of genetics, demographic effects and anti-

psychotic medicines is still lacking, what is certain is that

young people acquire cardiovascular risk factors rapidly in

the critical early phase of psychosis. However, this in itself

also offers prevention and treatment opportunities.
Over 30 years ago Geoffrey Rose argued for a new

‘prevention paradox’ to tackle cardiovascular disease, which

moves the focus away from simply trying to treat the end-

points of disease to the task of identifying and addressing

the underlying causes.28 Could a prevention paradox offer

people with psychosis a realistic way to tackle this epidemic

within an epidemic? There are two tests that the prevention

paradox must pass to be considered for implementation -

feasibility and possibility.

Feasibility test

Many of the practical building blocks for a more preventive

approach are already in place.

(a) The population at risk is well defined and ‘known’ to
specialist services and to primary care through their
mental illness registers.

(b) We know when to target prevention - the early critical

phase of illness, and in particular the immediate phase

around initiation of antipsychotic medicines.
(c) We know the nature of the lifestyle issues that operate

(e.g. tobacco smoking, obesity, lack of exercise).
(d) We can identify and track specific modifiable risks (e.g.

body mass index (BMI), lipids, glucose, smoking).
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(e) There is good evidence that conditions such as type 2
diabetes and cardiovascular disease can be prevented
or delayed by a combination of increased activity,

improved diet and weight loss.
(f ) Primary care has provided health promotion and

disease management programmes for conditions such
as heart disease and diabetes for decades, so this way

of working is embedded in the fabric of primary care.
More recently - since 2006 - the primary care pay-for-
performance scheme, the Quality and Outcomes

Framework,29 has paid general practitioners (GPs) to
measure four physical health indicators for people on
the primary care mental illness register (people with

severe mental illness): BMI (MH12), blood pressure
(MH13), total to high-density lipoprotein cholesterol
ratio (MH14) and blood glucose (MH15). Currently, the
last two indicators are only targeted on those aged

over 40 years, missing a key time when such metabolic
changes arise and mitigating against good care for
these vulnerable young patients. However, this is

likely to change as the National Institute for Health
and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidance is updated to
reflect the emerging evidence base.

(g) We know how to measure healthcare improvement

(e.g. audit, practitioner development, service improve-
ment programmes).

Possibility test

Encouragingly, systematic cardiometabolic screening and

treatment programmes which put equal emphasis on
physical well-being from the onset of treatment for
psychosis are now emerging. An excellent model recently
introduced across New South Wales, Australia, provides a

systematic approach for all people with a first episode of
psychosis based on an agreed clinical algorithm (Positive
Cardiometabolic Health Algorithm, it can be downloaded

from the Australian Health Education and Training
Institute website: www.heti.nsw.gov.au/cmalgorithm) focused
on key cardiovascular risks - weight gain, smoking, lipid and
glucose abnormalities, hypertension, awareness of family

history of cardiovascular disease or diabetes.30

Prevention of weight gain from the commencement of
antipsychotics is fundamental. There is evidence of a

positive impact from lifestyle interventions (cognitive-
behavioural therapy, exercise and diet) on attenuating
weight gain for people with first-episode psychosis.31 The
impact of key individual vulnerabilities should also be

thought about.32 Evidence from treating people with both
schizophrenia and type 2 diabetes has demonstrated the
importance of providing reinforcing lifestyle interventions

over time by conveying simple consistent messages on
complex topics such as cooking skills and meal planning,
and incorporating memory aids.33 Frequent monitoring can
predict which patients are likely to gain weight quickly.34

Evidence of early rapid weight gain (e.g. 5 kg within the first 3
months) or cardiometabolic blood disturbance should prompt
an urgent review of antipsychotic medication as switching

antipsychotic medicine may reduce these adverse effects.35

The dominance of antipsychotic treatments as the
automatic first-line approach could also be challenged.36,37

A patient-centred choice would include being offered a full

menu of evidence-based treatments as well as medication,

such as psychological and family interventions. Patients and

their families require clear and consistent information to be

able to understand and weigh up the benefits and risks of

antipsychotic medication, emphasising the trade-offs of

improved mental health symptoms v. increased risks to

physical health. Decisions should be negotiated and fit

within the aspirations and values of the individual.38

New opportunities for pharmacological interventions

should be investigated. For example, metformin has been

prescribed for type 2 diabetes over 60 years and has

established clinical efficacy and safety. Its use off label has

successfully delayed or prevented the onset of diabetes in

people with pre-diabetes (biochemically established glucose

impairment). Its ability to attenuate weight gain and

potentially prevent diabetes is now attracting attention in

terms of the treatment of people with severe mental

illness.39 This is reflected in new NICE guidance on

preventing type 2 diabetes,40 which includes a recommen-

dation that for vulnerable groups such as those with severe

mental illness who have pre-diabetes, metformin could be

considered if lifestyle modification has failed to control

glucose impairment.
A collaborative framework for considering the impact

of antipsychotic use on cardiovascular risk has been set out

in a new clinical resource developed by the Royal College of

General Practitioners and the Royal College of Psychiatrists

through the National Audit of Schizophrenia initiative.41

Concluding remarks

Problematic weight gain and its potential cardiac and

metabolic effects can become established within weeks of

antipsychotic treatment initiation. As GPs and psychiatrists,

our medical training and our role in prescribing give us a

unique responsibility to actively intervene to promote

physical well-being and protect cardiometabolic health for

the thousands of young people with severe mental illness.

This prevention paradox is key to improving the physical

health of young people with psychosis, particularly those on

antipsychotic medication, and addressing, in the longer

term, the current ‘scandal of premature mortality’.
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